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This contemporary biography series profiles the lives of some of today’s most prominent
newsmakers; whether covering contributions and achievements or notorious deeds, books in
this series examine why these well-known people garner public attention.; ; Offering insight into
the lives of people who have made an impact in the modern era, People in the News volumes
are sure to be of interest to students researching current topics and popular culture. Through
quotations from the individual profiled as well as from friends, supporters, and critics, readers
learn how these men and women view themselves as well as how other regard them. Each book
in this series includes sidebars, photographs, annotated bibliographies, timelines, and
comprehensive indexes.
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HayekLeBron JamesJay-ZDerek JeterSteve JobsDwayne JohnsonAngelina JolieJonas
BrothersKim Jong IlCoretta Scott KingAshton KutcherTobey MaguireEli ManningJohn
McCainBarak ObamaMichelle ObamaDanica PatrickNancy PelosiQueen LatifahDaniel
RadcliffeCondoleezza RiceRihannaJ.K. RowlingShakiraTupac ShakurWill SmithGwen
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ForewordFame and celebrity are alluring. People are drawn to those who walk in fame's
spotlight, whether they are known for great ccomplishments or for notorious deeds. The lives of
the famous pique public interest and attract attention, perhaps because their experiences seem
in some ways so different from, yet in other ways so similar to, our own.Newspapers, magazines,
and television regularly capitalize on this fascination with celebrity by running profiles of famous
people. For example, television programs such as Entertainment Tonight devote all of their
programming to stories about entertainment and entertainers. Magazines such as People fill
their pages with stories of the private lives of famous people. Even newspapers,
newsmagazines, and television news frequently delve into the lives of well-known personalities.
Despite the number of articles and programs, few provide more than a superficial glimpse at



their subjects.Lucent's People in the News series offers young readers a deeper look into the
lives of today's newsmakers, the influences that have shaped them, and the impact they have
had in their fields of endeavor and on other people's lives. The subjects of the series hail from
many disciplines and walks of life. They include authors, musicians, athletes, political leaders,
entertainers, entrepreneurs, and others who have made a mark on modern life and who, in many
cases, will continue to do so for years to come.These biographies are more than factual
chronicles. Each book emphasizes the contributions, accomplishments, or deeds that have
brought fame or notoriety to the individual and shows how that person has influenced modern
life. Authors portray their subjects in a realistic, unsentimental light. For example, Bill Gates—the
cofounder and chief executive officer of the software giant Microsoft—has been instrumental in
making personal computers the most vital tool of the modern age. Few dispute his business
savvy, his perseverance, or his technical expertise, yet critics say he is ruthless in his dealings
with competitors and driven more by his desire to maintain Microsoft's dominance in the
computer industry than by an interest in furthering technology.In these books, young readers will
encounter inspiring stories about real people who achieved success despite enormous
obstacles. Oprah Winfrey—the most powerful, most watched, and wealthiest woman on
television today—spent the first six years of her life in the care of her grandparents while her
unwed mother sought work and a better life elsewhere. Her adolescence was colored by rape,
pregnancy at age fourteen, and sexual abuse.Each author documents and supports his or her
work with an array of primary and secondary source quotations taken from diaries, letters,
speeches, and interviews. All quotes are footnoted to show readers exactly how and where
biographers derive their information and provide guidance for further research. The quotations
enliven the text by giving readers eyewitness views of the life and accomplishments of each
person covered in the People in the News series.In addition, each book in the series includes
photographs, annotated bibliographies, timelines, and comprehensive indexes. For both the
casual reader and the student researcher, the People in the News series offers insight into the
lives of today's newsmakers—people who shape the way we live, work, and play in the modern
age.

IntroductionThe Happy SprinterOf all of the various sports contests and activities, the purest
might be running. What could be more directly athletic than the all-out dash, running as fast as
you can to beat someone else?True, in world-level competition techniques, strategies,
equipment, training methods, track conditions, and even money and politics are involved. Yet, at
its essence, the sport of sprinting is ultimately simple. Unlike in most other sports, there is no
defense opposing the offense. The finish line is right there in sight, and each athlete is faced with
the same task. Runners compete without regard to what a teammate might do, or fail to do.
Runners do not wait for the coach to call a play. They do not depend on a referee or other official
to award points. Runners just run, and the fastest person wins.Early in the twenty-first century,
into this pure sport came the pure spirit of Usain Bolt. This young Jamaican went from being



simply a naturally fast kid to gaining global fame as a world champion in what seemed like a
flash. Of course there was actually much more to the story.The DifficultiesThe hurdles that Bolt
faced as a runner might not have been standing there on the track, but there were challenges
nonetheless. He was born with a spinal condition. He grew up in a small, poor country. He was
too tall for the sport, experts said. He did not seem serious enough about training. The training
facilities in his country were inadequate compared to those in the United States, Canada, and
Europe. He had injuries. He was a teenager who left the comfort of home to run against tough,
experienced competitors in unfamiliar countries. Skeptics assumed he was using illegal
performance-enhancing drugs. He partied a lot and laughed a lot. On the track, in important
meets, he struck poses and showed off dance steps.Nevertheless, by age twenty-three this
same Usain Bolt had outrun everyone—everyone currently competing and everyone who had
ever recorded a time in sprint competition. Bolt beat world records by unheard-of margins and
finished so far ahead of rivals that they were not even in the picture at the finish line. Even more
impressive, Bolt's best performances came in the highestpressure venues: the World
Championships and the Olympics.Despite achieving such superiority, despite the global fame
and torrent of money he gained at such a young age, Bolt remains courteous to all and
supportive toward fellow athletes and young people in Jamaica and elsewhere. His relaxed
lifestyle continues. Though it is sometimes hard to pursue an ordinary life while being followed
by adoring crowds in Jamaica, Bolt has not changed much. He still parties, though not to excess.
“He arrives at the club at two in the morning and leaves at five, so it's not like 10 hours' wild
partying or anything,”1 says his manager and mentor Norman Peart. He still spends his free time
hanging out with old friends and playing video games and eating chicken nuggets.Building
SuccessBolt's easy-going attitude sometimes conceals the drive within him. It is, however, the
shaping of his inner ambition that moved him from a sometimes awkward childhood to become
an efficiently powerful champion. As a boy, his first sports love was cricket, not track. Then, with
encouragement and coaching, he decided to take advantage of his natural speed. At first, being
taller than other sprinters, he specialized in the two hundredmeter dash rather than the one
hundred. Taller runners generally take longer to go from the standing start to full speed, and the
longer distance suited Bolt's longer strides.Usain Bolt went from being a boy with a spinal
condition to the fastest human in the world.As he rose in the running ranks from national
prominence to international meets, Bolt worked on improving his technique, especially for the
starts. He knew well that the hundred-meter track event draws by far the most attention. To fulfill
his championship desires, Bolt was determined to excel in the one hundred as well as the two
hundred.Among those standing in his way was one of Bolt's idols and countrymen, Asafa Powell.
Though just a few years older than Bolt, Powell was already an established record breaker.
Equally tough as Powell, both mentally and physically, was American sprinter Tyson Gay. Bolt
had to overcome his awe of these other runners and convince himself he was in the same
league with the intimidating Powell and Gay. By the start of the 2008 Olympics in Beijing, China,
Bolt felt ready.After the Olympics there was no doubt at all. With recordshattering performances



in the one-hundred- and two-hundredmeter contests as well as the four-hundred-meter relay,
Bolt became one of the most famous athletes in the world virtually overnight. His signature pose
after winning a race of an archer letting an arrow fly represented the pure joy of Bolt the
sprinter.PerseverancePractically as soon as Bolt crossed the finish line, skeptics began picking
away at that joy. Some have accused him of showboating, noting that Bolt sometimes slowed
down at the end of his races and gestured about the lack of competition. Worse, some insisted
that no one could run as fast as Bolt without artificial enhancement; that is, steroids. Although
everyone involved strongly denied Bolt was doping, there was in fact a previous connection
between world-class sprinters and drug use. Jamaican- born Ben Johnson, who ran for Canada,
was disqualified after a record-setting run in the 1988 Olympics, and the next two men who ran
faster than 9.8 seconds in the hundred meters also failed their drug tests.
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